Lec-8,9,10

Syntax Errors
The compiler will catch these errors and give you Error
messages.
Example: x + 1 = x; (should be x = x+1; for a valid
assignment statement)
Run-time Errors
The compiler will not catch these errors.
Example: User types: scanf(“%i”, x);
and omits the &. Division by 0.
Logical Errors
The compiler will not catch these errors. Program will
run and not generate any error messages but results
outputted by the program are incorrect.
Example: User programs solution using an incorrect
formula.
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Selection structure:
 Used to choose among alternative courses of action
 Pseudocode:
If student’s grade is greater than or equal to 60
Print “Passed”



If condition true
 Print statement executed and program goes on to next

statement
 If false, print statement is ignored and the program goes
onto the next statement
 Indenting makes programs easier to read
▪ C ignores whitespace characters

statement in C:
if ( grade >= 60 )
cout<<"Passed";
• Diamond symbol (decision symbol)
• Indicates decision is to be made
• Contains an expression that can be true or
false
• Test the condition, follow appropriate path



Several statements can be grouped together
into a block statement delimited by braces



A block statement can be used wherever a
statement is called for in the C syntax rules
if (total > MAX)
{
cout<<Error!!";
errorCount++;
}



In an if-else statement, the if portion, or the
else portion, or both, could be block statements
if (total > MAX)
{
cout<<“Error!!";
errorCount++;
}
else
{
cout<<"Total“<<total;
current = total*2;
}
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if structure is a single-entry/single-exit
structure

grade >= 60

false

true

print “Passed”

A decision can be made
on any expression.
zero - false
nonzero - true
Example:
3 - 4 is true

if

 If
▪ Only performs an action if the condition is true


if…else

 Specifies an action to be performed both when

the condition is true and when it is false


Psuedocode:
If student’s grade is greater than or equal to 60
Print “Passed”
else
Print “Failed”

 Note spacing/indentation conventions



Flow chart of the if…else selection statement



Nested if…else statements
 Test for multiple cases by placing if…else selection

statements inside if…else selection statement
 Once condition is met, rest of statements skipped
 Deep indentation usually not used in practice



Pseudocode for a nested if…else statement
If student’s grade is greater than or equal to 90
Print “A”
else
If student’s grade is greater than or equal to 80
Print “B”
else
If student’s grade is greater than or equal to 70
Print “C”
else
If student’s grade is greater than or equal to 60
Print “D”
else
Print “F”



Compound statement:
 Set of statements within a pair of braces
 Example:
if ( grade >= 60 )
cout<<"Passed." ;
else
{
cout<<"Failed.";
cout<<"You must take this course again“<<endl;
}



The general syntax of a switch statement is:
switch
and
case
are
reserved
words

switch ( expression )
{
case value1 :
statement-list1
case value2 :
statement-list2
case value3 :
statement-list3
case ...
}

If expression
matches value2,
control jumps
to here



An example of a switch statement:
switch (option)
{
case 'A':
aCount++;
break;
case 'B':
bCount++;
break;
case 'C':
cCount++;
break;
default:
otherCount++;
break;
}

Switch Statement
• Often you want to do a series of tests
– if i==0 … else if i==1 …. else if i==2 … else if i==3
….
• C provides the switch statement to help in this situation
– It allows you to specify a large set of cases you want
to be able to match, yet works efficiently to find and
execute the particular case matched

Switch Statement(Advantage)
• Switch statement looks a lot more tidy and
easy to read and understand.
• Here multiple statements need not to be
enclosed within a pair of braces.
• Switch statement executes faster than
if_else because the switch statement checks
the condition first and then jumps to the
suitable case statement.



The switch statement provides another way to
decide which statement to execute next



The switch statement evaluates an expression,
then attempts to match the result to one of
several possible cases



Each case contains a value and a list of
statements



The flow of control transfers to statement
associated with the first case value that matches



Often a break statement is used as the last
statement in each case's statement list



A break statement causes control to transfer to
the end of the switch statement



If a break statement is not used, the flow of
control will continue into the next case



Sometimes this may be appropriate, but often
we want to execute only the statements
associated with one case



A switch statement can have an optional
default case



The default case has no associated value and
simply uses the reserved word default



If the default case is present, control will transfer
to it if no other case value matches



If there is no default case, and no other value
matches, control falls through to the statement
after the switch



The expression of a switch statement must result in an
integral type, meaning an integer (byte, short, int,) or
a char



The implicit test condition in a switch statement is
equality

Limitation


You cannot perform relational checks with a switch
statement
 case k>=20:



It cannot be a floating point value (float or double)

cout<<"enter x";
cin>>x;
cout<<"enter y";
cin>>y;
switch(x>y)
{
case 0: cout<<"x is not greater than
y";
break;
case 1: cout<<"x is greater than y";
break;
}

cout<<"enter x";
cin>>x;
cout<<"enter y";
cin>>y;
switch(x>y)
{
case false: cout<<"x is not greater
than y";
break;
case true: cout<<"x is greater than y";
break;
}

char grade;
Cin>>grade;
switch (grade) {
case 'A': cout<<"Great job!!“;
break;
case 'B': cout<<"Good job“;
break;
case 'C': cout<<"Satisfactory job“;
break;
case 'D': cout<<"Hmmm ... need to work a little harder“;
break;
case 'F': cout<<"Sorry, you failed the class“;
break;
default::
cout<<"The letter you typed is not a valid grade“<<grade ;
}

int main() {
int operand1 = 0, operand2 = 0, result=0;
char operator ;
cout<<“Please enter expression (num oper num) ? “;
cin>>operand1>>operator >>operand2;
switch (operator) {
case „+‟:
result = operand1 + operand2;
break;
case „-‟:
result = operand1 - operand2;
break;
// other cases left off for room
default:
cout<<“Did not recognize operator” ;
}
Cout<<”result is :”<<result;
return 0;
}

Convert the following segment of code to switch statement:
int j, n;
…..
If (j==3 || j==5)
n = 6;
else if ( j==4 || j==8)
n = 9;
else if (j==2)
n = 8;
else
n=0;















int x;
x=7%5;
switch(x)
{
case 1:
case 2: x++;
case 3:x--;
case 4:x+=2;
case 5: x++;
}
cout<<x;

Output 5


















int main()
{
int num=2;
switch(num+2)
{
case 1:
cout<<"Case1: Value is”<< num;
case 2:
cout<<"Case1: Value is:“<< num;
case 3:
cout<<"Case1: Value is:“<<num;
default:
cout<<"Default: Value is:“<< num;
}
return 0;
}
Output: default value is 2

























int x=1, y=2, z=3;
clrscr();
switch (x>0)
{
case 1:
switch (y<0)
{
case 0: cout<<"?";
break;
case 1: cout<<"%";
break;
}
case 0:
switch (z==3)
{
case 0: cout<<"+";
break;
case 1: cout<<"#";
break;
}
default: cout<<"&";
}

}

Output: ?#&

Const var=2;
Switch(num)
{
case var:
cout<<“number=2”;
break;

}

Not allowed

Flow chart
Switch Statement

Exercise: What the output will be?
int main()
{
int suite=2;
clrscr();
switch(suite)
{
case 1||2:
cout<<"hi";
break;
case 3:
cout<<"byee";
break;
default:
cout<<"hello\n";
}
cout<<"i thought somebody";
}

Hello
I thought somebody



The process of converting a value from one data type to
another during arithmetic operation is called casting or type
casting.
 Implicit casting(automatic )
 Explicit casting

 The operands of a binary operator must have a the same

type and the result is also of the same type.
 Integer division:
c = (9 / 5)*(f - 32)
The operands of the division are both int and hence the
result also would be int. For correct results, one may write
c = (9.0 / 5.0)*(f - 32)

 In case the two operands of a binary operator are

different, but compatible, then they are converted to
the same type by the compiler. The mechanism (set of
rules) is called Automatic Type Casting.
c = (9.0 / 5)*(f - 32)
 It is possible to force a conversion of an operand. This is
called Explicit Type casting.
c = ((float) 9 / 5)*(f - 32)









Sometimes it is convenient to convert data from one
type to another
For example, in a particular situation we may want to
treat an integer as a floating point value
These conversions do not change the type of a variable
or the value that's stored in it – they only convert a value
as part of a computation.
Conversions must be handled carefully to avoid losing
information
Widening conversions are safest because they tend to go
from a small data type to a larger one (such as a short
to an int)
Narrowing conversions can lose information because they
tend to go from a large data type to a smaller one (such
as an int to a short)

• Casting is a powerful and dangerous conversion technique
• Both widening and narrowing conversions can be done by explicitly casting a
value
• To cast, the desired type is put in parentheses in front of the value being
converted
• For example, if total and count are integers, but we want a floating point
result when dividing them, we cast total or count to a double for
purposes of the calculation:
• double result = (double) total / count;
• Then, the other variable will be promoted, but the value and type of total
and count will not be changed

1. char and short operands are converted to

int
2. Lower data types are converted to the
higher data types and result is of higher
type.
3. The conversions between unsigned and
signed types may not yield intuitive results.
4. Example
float f; double d; long l;
int i; short s;
d + f f will be converted to double
i / s s will be converted to int
l / i i is converted to long; long result

Hierarchy
Double
float
long

Int
Short and
char

Data type
order
highest
Long double
Double
Float
Long
Int
Short
Char
lowest



For example if an
expression has
highest order
operand of data type
‘int’ then all ‘char’ and
‘short int’ will be
converted into ‘int’.





#include <stdio.h>
Void main()
{






int i = 17;
char c = 'c'; //ascii value is 99
float sum;
sum = i + ‘c’;
cout<<"Value of sum :”<< sum ;

}
When the above code is compiled and executed, it produces the
following result:
 Value of sum : 116.000000
 it is simple to understand that first c gets converted to integer but
because final value is double, so usual arithmetic conversion
applies and compiler convert i and c into float and add them
yielding a float result.



 The general form of a type casting operator is
 (type-name) expression
 It is generally a good practice to use explicit casts than to





rely on automatic type conversions.
Example
C = (float)9 / 5 * ( f – 32 )
float to int conversion causes truncation of fractional
part
double to float conversion causes rounding of digits
long int to int causes dropping of the higher order
bits.

 Programmer specifies conversion with cast operator ( )
 More typical use
 Forcing a Type Change



Example:
int x=1, y=2;
double result1 = x/y;
// 0.0
double result2 = double(x)/y; // 0.5
double result3 = x/double(y); // 0.5
double result4 = double(x)/double(y);// 0.5
double result5 = double(x/y);
// 0.0
int result6 = int(result4*100); // 50








For example to convert a floating point value
3.156 into an integer value, the statement is
written as,
float x;
x=(int) 3.156;
Cout<<x;

Output will be =3

